
 

 

NATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL 
 Kengeri, Bengaluru 

 Assembly Report of Grade 10A 

“Music is the literature of the heart it commences where the speech ends”. 

World Music Day or Fete De La Musique is an annual celebration of music and 

an occasion for which people are urged to play music in public places.  Students of 

grade 10A enthusiastically presented their class assembly titledMusical 

Melatocelebrate the world music day, on3rd and 4th week of June and 2nd July 

2022. 

The programme began with pledge, prayer, a musical thought of the day, followed 

by news reading and introduction to Music Day. The two main pillars of Indian 

classical music - Carnatic and Hindustani ragaas were demonstrated by girls 

through vocal form. Tabala and Mridangam solo performance of boys added magic 

to the morning air. 

Second day’s assembly focused on Education in Music and Music in Education. 

Playing flute added to the power of the focus on learning. The students were 

enlightened with the Music Therapy for the third day of assembly along with the 

keyboard rhythm. Evolution of musical instruments from ancient times to the 

modern time was briefed to the assembly. Western and Indian amalgamated music 

form played through Guitar, this added melody for the day. 

Last day of the assembly sparkled with the orchestra of popular Sandalwood & 

Bollywood tracks with background music was presented by students, to uphold the 

budding talents of future musicians of grade 10A. 

It was a spectacular Musical show with great enthusiasm and enthralled the 

audience by rendering melodious songs, Keyboard recital, flute, Tabla, Guitar and 

ensemble etc. The programme was truly the one to hum for many more hours of the 

day. 

This celebration of music not only played a vital role in the overall holistic 

development of the students but also created awareness among the children about 

the importance of music in our life. 



 

 

 

 

  

  

  



 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 


